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Lexibook presents Trio Max, the revolutionary on-the-go dual & triple-

screen laptop monitor  

 

 

Lexibook announces the launch of Trio Max, a revolutionary dual-screen laptop accessory.  

 

Trio Max is a 14’’ additional screen that simply magnetizes and slides to the back of any 13 

to 17’’ laptop to create a dual-screen experience. Made for individuals who need more 

screen space for work or play, it boosts productivity and allows for efficient multitasking on-

the-go. According to a McKinsey study, a second screen can increase productivity by up to 

50%. 

 

Trio Max features a high-quality IPS 1080p and energy-efficient display with adjustable 

brightness, so everything appears crystal clear. Trio Max offers excellent ergonomics, thanks 

to a flexible viewing angle as well as landscape and portrait modes. Customers are also able 

to purchase two TRIO monitors and clip them together for a breakthrough three-screen 

setup, to allow for 180° viewing angle and screen sharing for efficient meetings.  
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Trio Max is compatible with any Windows, Mac, Linux, Chrome, or Android device via a USB 

connection and a single 2-in-1 USB-A and USB-C cable for both power and data. Trio Max 

can also work with Nintendo Switch and Android mobile phone for a portable gaming 

experience on a bigger screen. Besides, a stand is sold separately for those who want to use 

Trio Max as a full stand-alone screen.  

 

Built for the most versatile uses, Trio Max is the perfect solution for working professionals, 

gamers, stock traders, entrepreneurs, coders, and students. 

 

Available at e-commerce retailers and on www.lexibook.com 

Reference: TRIOMAX / PVPGC: £329.00 

 

Scan to watch  

the video:  

 

 

 

 

 

About Lexibook®: 

Lexibook® is the European specialist in electronic linguistic, profesional and educational 
devices. Pioneer in 1992 with the introduction of the first electronic dictionary, Lexibook has 
been constantly innovating to ease the work and communication between people. 
Lexibook® is listed on EURONEXT (Alternext: 3359). With more than 25 million products on 
the market, the company currently sells one product every ten seconds around the world! 
For more information, please visit: www.lexibook.com 
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